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Introduction

1. This submission responds to the Review's Issues Paper dated 14 April 2014 and the Review's terms of reference which require it to consider whether Australia's competition law is responsive, effective and certain in its support of its economic policy objectives. The focus of this submission is misuse of market power and a range of issues that touch upon or are affected by misuse of market power, such as policy objectives, the scope of the prohibition, implications for mergers, enforcement and authorisations.

2. The submission is a personal submission by Dr George Raitt, Partner, Piper Alderman, Lawyers. It is based on experience as a commercial law practitioner over a large part of the period in which s 46 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 has been in effect, i.e. since the 1974 Act. It also reflects the author’s current research on law and economics at Deakin University. The views expressed are those of the author and do not represent the views of Piper Alderman or Deakin University. The author has no pecuniary interests, or obligations to any current or former clients, that would affect the views expressed in this submission.

Summary of recommendations

3. There is, as the Issues Paper notes, a disturbing lack of clarity, and consequential controversy, in Australia and around the world about misuse of market power. Due to the diversity of laws around the world, little would be achieved by bringing our law into line with, e.g. Europe or the USA, as divergences and controversy would continue unabated. To amend our provision in a uniquely Australian way would put us further out of step with the rest of the world and is not recommended at this time.

4. It is suggested that, pending further research and reform on a coordinated global basis, and in order to promote certainty and predictability for business, Australia should continue the status quo, i.e. make no substantial change to s 46. This is in line with the recent recommendation of the Antitrust Modernisation Commission in the US. Further, an ‘effects test’ should not be introduced into s 46 because it would not overcome the fundamental indeterminacy of ‘market power’ demonstrated in this submission. It goes without saying that the ad hoc ‘Birdsville’ amendments do not fit with the scheme of s 46 and should be repealed.

5. There is one specific change that is recommended for s 46: in the zero sum real world in which market participants compete, harm to competitors is a natural consequence (i.e. a dual purpose) of the self-interested conduct that competition laws seek to encourage. Section 4F provides that ‘purpose’
2. includes any substantial purpose among many, and means that such conduct can be taken to have a prohibited purpose. Section 46 should be amended so that s 4F does not apply to it.

6. The concept of market power and the regulation of it by competition laws in Australia and around the world is deeply flawed and suffers from indeterminacy to a greater degree than would be tolerated with any other law. Current provisions clearly satisfy a perceived need, however, they operate by the ‘placebo effect’ rather than any determinable (i.e. empirically verifiable) economic effect. It is suspected that the transaction costs imposed by institutional arrangements regarding competition laws, i.e. regulators, lawyers, economists, courts and tribunals, outweigh any determinable benefits in the case of misuse of market power. It is suggested that further research is needed to identify legitimate policy concerns and address them in a way that does not chill legitimate economic activity, i.e. to re-make s 46 in a more effective form. The time required for this task probably exceeds the time available to the current Review. Nevertheless, this submission sets out some proposals for further consideration.

7. The institutional arrangements require consideration. The popular conception of the ACCC as a consumer advocate creates a possible perception of conflict between its prosecutorial role and its administrative role in e.g. mergers. These roles may require separation.

8. Data collection is a serious issue. There is a lack of data relevant to addressing the problem of market power. It is insufficient that the ACCC has data collection powers when a contravention is suspected. Key data concerning elasticity of demand and supply in markets of interest is not available. The Australian Bureau of Statistics should be empowered to obtain this data in markets of interest to be specified by the responsible minister from time to time. This ought to be publicly available in de-identified form, and available on a confidential basis for research, but should not be admissible in any proceeding by the ACCC.

9. Third line forcing provisions appear to have become a ‘dead letter’ and should be repealed, in line with the recommendations of previous reviews. Current procedures whereby parties notify the conduct and the ACCC appears to turn a blind eye are inappropriate. The competition test applicable to exclusive dealing should be adequate to deal with any perceived problem.

10. The merger provisions are a problem because of the effective reverse onus of proof, i.e. the practical ability of the ACCC to block mergers without effective independent review by a tribunal or court. This occurs because often market participants are captive to the immediacy of markets and delay has strategic implications. The analysis of ‘market power’ and policy issues affecting s 46 in this submission has implications for competition law assessment of mergers. The repeal of the ‘market size’ threshold was a retrograde step. There is a need for a transaction threshold for the law applying to mergers to avoid unnecessary transaction costs, e.g. transactions under say $50M or $100M should be excepted. The institutional arrangements need to be able to respond in a more timely way in the case of contested takeovers.
11. This leads to a more general point: enforcement provisions should not permit competition laws to be used by market participants as part of the strategic ‘game’ of competition. Private actions should only be permitted after a successful proceeding by the ACCC to enforce contraventions. This applies particularly to s 46 where law and economics does not provide a 'bright-line' between permitted and prohibited conduct and private actions may not be appropriate at all.

Layout of the submission

12. This submission is divided into sections that address the topics below:

Section I – Problems of law and economics with respect to ‘market power’ 3

Section II – The use of economic models and a new conceptual approach to market power 13

Section III – Dual purposes and models of incumbent response to new entry 26

Section IV – Conclusion 34

Section I – Problems of law and economics with respect to ‘market power’

13. The Review notes that dominant firm conduct is one of the most complex and controversial areas in competition policy.\(^1\) This is an understatement, as is shown in this Section of the submission. There is a lack of agreement in Australia and overseas concerning how we determine whether a dominant firm’s conduct in the market amounts to an unlawful misuse of market power or may be permitted as a normal incident of competition.\(^2\) It is submitted that a re-evaluation of policy objectives and our conceptualisation of ‘misuse of market power’ is long overdue.

---

\(^1\) Competition Policy Review, Issues Paper, 14 April 2014, paragraph 5.7.

14. There are opposing views about the relevant policy objectives and the extent to which such objectives may inform ‘misuse of market power.’³ One view is that economic efficiency, i.e. maximising production and income from society’s scarce resources (total welfare), should be the goal.⁴ This view is endorsed by the Australian Competition Tribunal’s comments in the Qantas/Air New Zealand decision.⁵ However, the Tribunal was considering the meaning of ‘public benefit’ for the purpose of a merger authorisation, and cited only one author in support.⁶ The ACCC opposed that interpretation,⁷ and may still do so. The opposing view is that maximising consumer choice and satisfaction should be the goal, i.e. the purpose is to protect consumers (and small business) from big business.⁸ The US Antitrust Modernisation Commission recently considered the debate but did not attempt to resolve it because the Commission considered that in many cases the legal outcome would not be affected.⁹ It seems strange that policy objectives are thought not to inform the application of the law. It is suggested that in the case of misuse of market power, due to continuing controversies, we need to re-examine policy objectives — and what can be achieved by markets, and hence by competition laws.

15. Despite many previous reviews, s 46 is still based on purpose rather than effect,¹⁰ and requires the court to undertake a counter-factual assessment of how a dominant firm would be likely to conduct itself under circumstances of competition, i.e. in the absence of its market power. This submission will consider whether an ‘effects test’ would quell the controversy around the application of s 46, and concludes that it would not.

16. It is said that Australian judicial reasoning in this area of competition law ‘mask[s] undisclosed policy decisions’,¹¹ and consequently there is a need for a ‘deeper theoretical understanding’ of the role of economic theory, legal

---


⁵ Qantas Airways Ltd [2004] ACompT 9, paragraph 185.


⁷ Ibid, paragraph 169.

⁸ See e.g. Kirkwood, above n 3, 2429.

⁹ Report, above n 2, 26, footnote 22.


precedent and public policy in the regulation of economic activity.\textsuperscript{12} It has been suggested that Australian judges have tended to rely on ‘commercial intuition’ and that there is a need for legal and economic reasoning that provides certainty and predictability for business.\textsuperscript{13}

17. Even in the US context where there is a more significant body of legislative and judicial experience in the field, ‘surprisingly few scholars have attempted to provide either a positive or normative theory of monopolisation law’,\textsuperscript{14} and consequently ‘lack of clarity has been a long running problem’.\textsuperscript{15} It has been suggested that these problems have led the US courts to be sceptical of intervening to apply s 2 of the Sherman Act.\textsuperscript{16}

18. It seems likely that the debate about policy objectives will be re-opened in connection with the current Competition Policy Review.\textsuperscript{17} The Review’s terms of reference include considering whether Australia’s competition law is ‘responsive, effective and certain in its support of its economic policy objectives’.\textsuperscript{18} The policy objectives are not stated in the terms of reference. However, in relation to misuse of market power, the Review must consider whether the provisions ‘support the growth of efficient businesses regardless of size’.\textsuperscript{19} Section 46 does not expressly indicate what kind of conduct may be outside the scope of the prohibition, i.e. lawful, though some suggest that conduct which promotes efficiency could be justified on that ground.\textsuperscript{20}

19. The lack of clarity about policy objectives is evident in the Review’s Issues Paper, which seems to endorse the objective of total welfare, i.e. maximising productive efficiency of Australia’s resources.\textsuperscript{21} However, the Issues Paper characterises competition as rivalry between businesses which seek to maximise profit by providing what consumers want.\textsuperscript{22} This is only one side of the market mechanism: we need to remind ourselves of what can and cannot be achieved through the competitive market mechanism, and to test the law against benchmarks such as certainty and predictability.\textsuperscript{23}

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{12} Ibid, 836.
\bibitem{14} Keith Hylton, ‘The Law and Economics of Monopolization Standards’ in Keith Hylton (ed) \textit{Antitrust Law and Economics} (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2010), 82, 88.
\bibitem{15} Ibid, 107; see also Jonathan Baker ‘Exclusion as a Core Competition Concern’ (2013) \textit{Antitrust Law Journal} 527; Herbert Hovenkamp, \textit{Antitrust Enterprise: Principle and Execution} (Harvard University Press, 2005), 95.
\bibitem{17} See e.g. Marianna Papadakis, ‘Review’s small business focus wrong, says Hilmer’ \textit{Australian Financial Review} 14 February 2014, 9.
\bibitem{19} Ibid, paragraph 3.3.2.
\bibitem{20} O’Bryan, ‘Law or Economics,’ above n 13, 64.
\bibitem{21} Competition Policy Review, \textit{Issues Paper}, above n 1, paragraph 1.2.
\bibitem{22} Ibid, paragraph 1.3.
\bibitem{23} Stucke, above n 3, 574-5 calls these ‘rule of law concerns’.
\end{thebibliography}
20. It is also necessary to be cognisant of the influence of opposing ‘world views’ in the policy debate. These are polarised and easily identified. On the one hand, some have confidence in the ability of markets to ‘self-correct’ (i.e. believe that market power creates excess profits which encourage entry of new firms thus returning profits to normal levels) and a corresponding lack of confidence in governments to intervene effectively, and on the other hand, some have a diametrically opposed lack of confidence in markets and belief in the ability of regulators to intervene effectively.\textsuperscript{24} That the unresolved debate is relevant to the regulation of market power is demonstrated by the release in 2008 and subsequent withdrawal in 2009 of the US Department of Justice’s report on dominant firm conduct.\textsuperscript{25} In announcing the Department’s decision to withdraw the report, Assistant Attorney-General Christine Varney states that she does not agree with the view implicit in the report that markets are generally self-correcting, and in her view enforcement must proceed on the basis that the market alone cannot be relied on to ensure that competition and consumers will be protected.\textsuperscript{26} Section III of this submission examines the issue more closely and concludes that the ‘self-correcting’ mechanism does not work in imperfect markets, but that competition laws (such as s 46 in its current form) do not adequately rectify the situation.

21. Neither of the opposing world views is adequate to elucidate competition law or its application to dominant firm conduct, and it is necessary to interrogate the opposing world views to progress the debate. It is submitted that there is a critical distinction between removing impediments to the market mechanism to facilitate market outcomes and intervening in the market to ‘correct’ perceived undesirable market outcomes.

22. It appears that despite the attention given to ‘law and economics’ in the US and elsewhere since the 1970s key questions about ‘market power’ remain unsettled. Australian thinking about market power appears largely untouched by these developments. For example, in their expert’s report in the current merger authorisation case \textit{AGL/MacGen}, Frontier Economics refer to US which remains unquestioned in Australia.\textsuperscript{27}


\textsuperscript{25} Department of Justice (US), above n 2.

\textsuperscript{26} Department of Justice (US), ‘Justice Department Withdraws Report on Antitrust Monopoly Law, Press Release 11 May 2009.’

\textsuperscript{27} Frontier Economics, ‘Competition Issues’ 26 March 2014, Expert’s Report prepared for AGL, filed in the Australian Competition Tribunal, paragraph 6. No criticism intended of Frontier Economics – an expert’s report is not the place to engage in the critical debate.
23. In a 1981 article, William Landes and Richard Posner argue that the determinants of market power are the responsiveness of demand and supply to price changes (‘elasticity’, which is not empirically measurable) and suggest improvements to US judicial approaches of inferring market power from market shares.\textsuperscript{28} Despite a recent similar study by Roger Blair and Celeste Carruthers the implications for the conceptualisation of ‘market power’ have not been fully explored.\textsuperscript{29}

24. Frontier Economics state that elasticity can be estimated if there is historical data available.\textsuperscript{30} This is a big ‘if’, which has so far proved insurmountable for studies of the economic effects of, e.g. bundling in the petrol and grocery markets, to which reference will be made below. In fact we lack empirical data to be able to verify whether we have a problem with market power or whether the law prohibiting market power is delivering any net public benefit. For example, Daniel Simon observes that ‘theories of entry deterrence and incumbent response to entry … [yield] a variety of predictions’ and the results of empirical studies are ‘very inconsistent’.\textsuperscript{31} In Section III below the question of incumbent response to new entry, and the application of s 46, is examined further. In calling for amendments to the Australian provision in 2004, Allan Fels observed that the ACCC at that time had only one success in litigating abuse of market power, and asked ‘Does anyone believe that there has been only one instance in which Australian business with substantial market power has misused it to harm competition in that period?’.\textsuperscript{32} Ordinarily, you would expect evidence based policy discussion to put forward empirical evidence of abuses, rather than to presume abuses and to recommend lowering the prosecutorial bar until successful prosecutions result to validate the existence of the presumed problem. Apparently the evidence is lacking.

25. In the recent Federal Court decision \textit{ACCC v Cement Australia},\textsuperscript{33} the ACCC succeeded in establishing an anti-competitive agreement, but failed in its s 46 claim that the respondent has misused its market power.\textsuperscript{34} The court was prepared to hold that the respondent had market power when it entered into or renewed certain contracts to acquire a particular raw material. The issue of misuse of market power therefore turned on whether the respondent had ‘taken advantage’ of its market power. The court examined evidence of business decisions, made over a period of 5 years, to consider what reasons the respondent had to enter into, perform and renew contracts, and whether those reasons would be rational in a workably competitive market, i.e. could have been made by a party lacking market power. The court found that the respondent did not take advantage of its market power but entered into the agreements for purposes that included a proscribed anti-competitive purpose.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Frontier Economics, above n 27, paragraph 61.
\item Fels, ‘Past and Future’, above n 10, 8.
\item [2013] FCA 909.
\item Durie, above n 10.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
26. The Australian Cement case might be thought to concern issues of exclusive dealing rather than unilateral conduct by a dominant firm. Ironically, that decision turned on the ‘purpose’ test in s 45, which also contains an ‘effects’ test of the kind some argue should be legislated for in s 46. This may inform the debate concerning the appropriate test for abuse of market power under s 46. As this submission will show, the purpose test established in s 4F is inappropriate in the context of s 46.

27. The concept of market power is relevant to another area of competition law – the prohibition of anti-competitive mergers. While the specific legal test is whether the merger would be likely to substantially lessen competition, the underlying enquiry is often expressed to be whether the merger is likely to create or enhance market power. Again, the analysis of competition effects has tended to be crude. Refinement of our understanding of market power will affect our thinking about mergers.

28. For a law that is underpinned by economics, courts and tribunals seem to be increasingly sceptical of what economics has to offer. The High Court has stated that economic analysis may be consistent with the purposes of s 46 ‘if it can be undertaken with sufficient cogency’ and observed that ‘in some cases, a process of inference, based upon economic analysis, may be unnecessary’. The Antitrust Modernisation Commission says much the same thing when it suggests that ‘bright-line legal rules’ that business can easily follow are to be preferred over rules that depend on often conflicting views of economists. However, we do not yet have ‘bright-line legal rules’. To give one example, the Australian Competition Tribunal in Qantas/Air New Zealand expressed some dissatisfaction with the neutrality of economics experts. The feeling is probably mutual, as economics experts have expressed some dissatisfaction with the legal process. For example, the Hilmer Report noted ‘a degree of dissatisfaction with the current court procedures for the utilisation of economic material’, and considered it worthwhile that further consideration be given to measures to address the situation, including ‘arrangements for increasing the specialisation of judges involved in competition matters’.

35 Herbert Hovenkamp, above n 15, 210.
38 Report, above n 2, 87.
39 Tribunal decision, above n 5, paragraph 227.
40 Hilmer Report, above n 10, 170-1.
41 Ibid, 178.
29. Both perspectives probably misunderstand the other. Neither law nor economics is a value-free science: both require a framework, or view of the world, within which to make sense of both the positive and the normative. Of particular interest to this submission is the way in which legal and policy thinking has used economics. F. M. Scherer suggests that the choices made by regulators and courts in reading ‘what economics has to say’; that is, on which among conflicting propositions they have placed emphasis and which ones they have downplayed . . . . depend importantly upon the values [of] the decision-makers’, i.e. their view of the world. By examining the way economic models have been used in legal reasoning, underlying views of the world, and their policy implications, can be critically examined.

30. In fact economic models are of limited utility in drawing policy conclusions, though this is often overlooked. For example, Frontier Economics in a recent report note that the economic models that inform our concepts of ‘market power’ are extremes not encountered in the real world but the implications of this for our conception of ‘market power’ are not commonly explored. The models of perfect competition and monopoly demonstrate optimality under such an unrealistic set of assumptions that the models cannot be used to explain the real world. Richard Posner does not consider this ‘lack of realism’ to be a problem, however, his argument that economic theory nevertheless has ‘predictive power’ is not sufficiently developed to be convincing. When economists compare monopoly to perfect competition the outcome of the comparison depends on the assumptions they make, i.e. their view of the world.

31. According to Lipsey and Lancaster’s ‘theory of second-best’, strategies indicated by a model to achieve optimality cannot be reliably predicted to achieve it when all the assumptions are not satisfied, i.e. in the real world we cannot predict whether such strategies will make things better or worse. In the real world data are not readily available to use economic concepts of opportunity cost and marginal cost as they do not correspond with management or financial accounting measures that businesses use to make decisions and report to owners. Economists argue that this does not affect the predictive value of economic theory. That has always seemed far-fetched, however, even if it is accepted, Landes and Posner describe the

---


43 Expert’s Report, above n 27, paragraph 7. Again, no criticism intended.


46 Lipsey, above n 44, 373.


48 Lipsey above n 44, 394.
It appears that for a variety of reasons, pragmatic and political, harm to consumers in terms of higher prices or reduced output of products has become a rhetorical figure for the harm that may be created through inefficient markets and impaired economic development and also for misuse of market power. As noted above, the Review’s Issues Paper suggests total welfare is the policy objective of Australian competition laws, however, the Issues Paper uses the rhetoric of consumer welfare to explain the benefits of competition. John Kirkwood argues there is widespread support in contemporary debate for a normative framework which recognises it is wrong for firms to exploit their market power to harm consumers and small business. Stated in this way the proposition is ‘motherhood’, i.e. no-one would argue that corporations should be allowed to ‘abuse’ or ‘exploit’ their power to ‘harm’ consumers, but the proposition does not enlighten us as to the content of these concepts or prove that the harm is real.

It is submitted that it is wrong to suggest (apparently based on the theory of monopoly) that consumers are harmed by higher prices or reduced output of particular products. It is likewise wrong to suggest that higher prices or reduced output of products in a given market corresponds with a reduction in total welfare. And finally, higher prices or reduced output of products is not the same as market power, or even a symptom of the use of market power. These propositions will be discussed further below.

Based on their analysis of fraud and market manipulation in the California energy markets in 2000-2001, David Spence and Robert Prentice argue that there is a natural tendency for suppliers who have market power to use it to drive ‘prices beyond levels attributable to the forces of supply and demand’. This of course assumes that one can hypothetically determine prices that would be attributable purely to supply and demand, and further, that such prices will be congenial to all consumers. However, this is not the function of the market mechanism, which is simply a means of rationing scarce supplies between consumers, not on the basis of fairness or social objectives, but on the basis of willingness and ability to pay.

Kirkwood argues that, in a time of shortages, it would be unfair for firms to increase prices and it is part of the project of competition law to constrain unfair or unreasonable market outcomes. This would require an intervention in the market mechanism since the unimpeded market mechanism simply produces a price and output that equates demand with supply with the result that some producers and consumers are excluded from the market. As is recognised in the literature on the regulation of energy markets, the task of ensuring that prices are fair and reasonable, ensuring access for all

49 Landes and Posner, above n 28, 941; see also Hovenkamp, above, n 15, 163.
50 Kirkwood, above, n 3, 2448.
51 Spence and Prentice, above n 24, 150.
52 Kirkwood, above n 3, 2447.
consumers, is a project that the unimpeded market mechanism does not and cannot address.\footnote{Joseph Kelliner, ‘Market Manipulation, Market Power, and the Authority of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’ (2005) 26 Energy Law Journal 1, 15.}

36. Hovenkamp states that economic theory does not give us ‘normative ideas about what the optimal price and output should be’.\footnote{Hovenkamp, above n 15, 15.} Despite this, he asserts that ‘the indicia of antitrust harm’ are ‘reduced output and higher prices in a properly defined relevant market’.\footnote{Ibid, 101.} Leaving aside problems of market definition, if his earlier statement is correct it would not be possible to establish whether higher prices depart from or approach the indeterminate optimum. Hovenkamp goes some way to acknowledge this when he says that to provide a remedy the court would have to determine the ‘correct’ price.\footnote{Ibid, 102.} Since the optimal price and output are indeterminate, we can conclude that ‘reduced output and higher prices’ are merely rhetorical figures for the public harm to economic efficiency.

37. As David Gerber notes, it is not universally accepted that the nature and role of competition is to constrain excessive prices, and thus advance consumer welfare, or that this is the appropriate objective of antitrust law.\footnote{Gerber, above n 24, 144.} According to Gerber, Michael Porter considers that the nature and role of competition is economic productivity, i.e. efficiency in the sense of maximising production from the use of limited resources.\footnote{Ibid, 144.} Hovenkamp observes that the question whether economic welfare is to be assessed in terms of consumption or production is a long-standing unresolved debate.\footnote{Ibid, 514.} Both arguments are probably misdirected, as the ‘nature and role’ of competition is merely to mediate between demand and supply in the allocation of scarce resources, i.e. the mere fact that the market may ‘ration’ scarce resources to produce goods and services at a price that equates demand and supply does not mean that: (a) consumers receive access to goods and services at fair and reasonable prices; (b) resources could not be more productively employed producing some other mix of goods and services; (c) human resources will be fully employed and will share in production/income such that all consumers participate equitably in consumption.

38. Perfect competition assumes that conditions for optimality ‘exist simultaneously everywhere in the economy’.\footnote{Lipsey, above n 44, 376.} In a mixed economy (i.e. one with both public and private sectors), this assumption is not satisfied. As a result of this and other respects in which the models of perfect competition and monopoly depart from the real world, Richard Lipsey concludes that the models cannot be used to predict strategies to ‘increase the efficiency of
That is, there is no assurance that strategies to encourage output of more and cheaper goods for consumers will increase the productive efficiency of the economy.

Further, in an open economy the differences between efficiency in consumption and production are polarised: Australian consumer preferences feed into global production of goods; whereas the most efficient (i.e. productive) use of resources in Australia must respond to global demand. Thus the objectives of advancing consumer welfare through constraining prices and advancing productive efficiency of Australia’s resources are different, and inconsistent, objectives.

Hovenkamp describes capitalism as a free market ideology, i.e. it adopts the thesis that ‘the uncontrolled, apparently chaotic, and completely self-interested behaviour of businesspersons actually produces more welfare than governmental command and control’. He observes that economists are not concerned with consumer preferences themselves ‘but with the mechanisms by which they are asserted’. That is, ‘freedom of choice’ as an underlying policy objective is more important than the actual choices. Theoretically, if consumers choose a product mix weighted towards, e.g. guns, alcohol, tobacco and other drugs, gambling, fast food and against, e.g. education, housing and medical attention for their children, under all the assumptions of the model of perfect competition (including the absence of externalities) the economy’s resources will be efficiently allocated to produce the mix of goods and services that best meets those consumer preferences. Thus laws which promote the mechanism of competition reflect no normative framework regarding the ‘best’ allocation of resources, but embody a view of the world in which consumer choice should be free of influence from government and business alike.

On the other hand, Bruce Kobayashi and Timothy Muris argue that the Chicago School approach to competition law is not unbridled free market ideology, but an application of price theory and economics to test specific practices. It is suggested, however, that the way economics is used in the discourse on competition law and policy is not innocent. Economic theory concerns itself with the mechanism rather than any normative framework to determine the merits of, e.g. particular prices and outputs resulting from the market mechanism. There is no such normative framework and freedom of choice is a policy objective that underlies the discourse on ‘consumer harm’ and ‘market power’, i.e. the influence of business in markets is seen by many as inimical to consumers’ freedom of choice.

As admirable as ‘freedom of choice’ is, when we use markets as the mechanism we need to acknowledge that we are talking about something

---

61 Ibid, 377.
62 Hovenkamp, above n 15, 15.
63 Ibid, 501.
quite different – ‘freedom of choice mediated by ability to pay’. There are many cases where society makes a value judgment that such freedom is no freedom at all, and seeks to redress this for social justice reasons. We may conclude that simply ensuring the effective working of the market mechanism through competition law is not the means to that particular desirable end.

43. The role of world views in conceptualising ‘market power’ obscures policy objectives. There are several areas of law, e.g. various doctrines of equity that champion free will and protect the rights of individuals not to have their free will suborned. If that is truly the objective of preventing ‘misuse of market power’ there may be more effective ways to achieve it. In the next section the influence of economic models on conceptualising ‘market power’ is critically examined and a new conceptual approach is proposed that may inform, e.g. the analysis and application of ‘market power’ in the case of bundled discounts.

Section II – The use of economic models and a new conceptual approach to market power

44. The economic analysis of monopoly has had an insidious influence on conceptualising ‘market power’. The limits of this analysis are widely known to undergraduate students of economics but less well known to lawyers and are not adequately addressed in the field of ‘law and economics’. For example, Hovenkamp concludes that, because a monopolist appears to curtail output, to the level that maximises prices and profits, ‘consumers are either poorer or else they make inefficient substitutions’, i.e. they choose products ‘that they would regard as “inferior” if their first choice were competitively priced’. In any market situation there will be a body of consumers who choose not to buy because the price does not yield them the benefits they desire. It cannot be concluded that they suffer a loss because of their choice or that the alternative choices are inefficient.

45. Blair and Carruthers, in their recent article on market power, discuss consumer and producer surplus under market equilibrium: consumer surplus is the benefit to consumers who would have paid more than the equilibrium price; producer surplus is the benefit to producers who would have supplied at less than the equilibrium price. In the model of perfect competition the equilibrium price is the producer’s break-even point (i.e. it covers normal profit). At lower prices producers will make a loss, and will stop producing if prices do not cover their variable costs. The supply curve at prices above the equilibrium does not indicate additional supply from new entrants but the rising marginal costs of firms already in the market.

46. Economists do not apparently take into account the ‘detrimen’ to producers who are excluded from the market simply because at the equilibrium price the

---

65 See e.g. *Johnson v Buttress* (1936) 56 CLR 113; *Commercial Bank of Australia v Amadio* (1983) 151 CLR 447.
66 Hovenkamp, above n 15, 19.
67 Blair and Carruthers, above n 29, 66.
market is not large enough for more producers, or the ‘detrimen’ to consumers who are excluded from the market because they are unwilling to pay at least the equilibrium price. There could be several reasons for this. First, it may be presumed that the economy would be better served by equally or less efficient firms applying their resources elsewhere; and it may also be presumed that consumers who consider themselves better off by not buying would be better served by spending their money elsewhere. Second, the purpose of the market is to ration scarce goods: there must be a sufficient benefit to both producers and consumers to use this mechanism. The model of perfect competition demonstrates an elegant community of interest if all markets in an economy are at equilibrium: (a) consumers who are prepared to pay get the quantities and mix of goods and services they desire; (b) producers in each market produce the volume that minimises costs and provides them with normal profits.

47. Some argue that the sum of producer surplus and consumer surplus indicates the welfare outcomes from a market. However, these benefits are internal to the market, sometimes described as the gains from trade, i.e. without mutual gains to producers and consumers there would be no trade, no market. It is inaccurate to describe these surpluses as indicators of welfare outcomes because producers and consumers excluded from the market apply their resources elsewhere. Thus such surpluses are suggestive only of private welfare of producers and consumers in a market.

48. There is argument for and against an objective of competition law being to ensure an equitable distribution of surplus between producers and consumers. It is common in the economics of public finance (i.e. taxation) to speak of distributional equity, and taxation often has clear (though controversial) re-distributive objectives. The Tribunal in Qantas/Air New Zealand appears to reject re-distribution as an objective of competition law, however, the debate continues. It can be seen that distributional equity is an objective that underpins notions of ‘consumer harm’ and ‘market power’ derived from the neoclassical economic model of monopoly. Such an objective would appear to run counter to the project of competition law, i.e. far from protecting the market mechanism to work unimpeded, such an objective would require a judgment that the unimpeded mechanism would produce excessively high prices and excessive profit for producers and should for social justice reasons be ‘corrected’. Assuming competition law could do this, e.g. by discouraging exit of firms through merger or by protecting smaller less efficient firms from competition by dominant firms, thereby encouraging excess capacity, it will nevertheless be the markets (importantly the capital markets) that decide whether sufficient profits can be made to justify investment of resources in producing the increased volume.

69 See e.g. Kirkwood, above n 3, 2453-4.
70 See e.g. Stucke, above n 3, 575.
72 Australian Competition Tribunal, above n 5, paragraph 170.
49. Another policy objective of competition law is said to be ‘dynamic efficiency,’ which refers to the ability of firms to initiate or respond to changes in technology, consumer choice and the global economy (and is therefore difficult to measure). The neo-classical model does not explain how firms self-select for entry to or exclusion from the market: the model assumes that firms and consumers have perfect information and may freely enter or leave the market, that transformation of production between goods happens effortlessly and that technological change ‘happens’; thus firms know which producers are more cost-efficient and move efficiently in and out of the market. Nothing, of course, could be further from the truth in the real world where these processes are both destructive and imperfectly understood. Accordingly, economics does not elucidate the key concern of s 46: to distinguish situations where the market itself excludes firms from situations where a dominant firm uses its power to exclude rivals. Section III of this submission examines incumbent response to new entry and how firms self-select for exit.

50. Turning to more traditional concepts of economic efficiency, ‘allocative efficiency’ refers to the allocation of resources in the economy to produce the mix of goods and services that satisfies consumer preferences. ‘Productive efficiency’ refers to the maximisation of production in the economy from given resources by a process in which each firm is governed by the presumed law of diminishing returns, i.e. it would be inefficient to apply more resources to produce goods and services beyond the equilibrium due to increasing costs. In perfect competition, productive efficiency serves consumer preferences, i.e. ‘equilibrium’ achieves both allocative and productive efficiency. As has been noted, economic theory does not provide a normative framework to assess consumer preferences. That is, there is no means of valuing any particular resource allocation that may be driven by consumer preferences: what is valued is freedom of choice (according to your means).

51. In an imperfect world allocative efficiency and productive efficiency are inconsistent objectives: pursuit of one can only be achieved at the expense of the other. It may well be impossible to resolve the necessary trade-off in general terms (i.e. it may not be possible to frame a law which is capable of operating generally with certainty and predictability), as the nature and circumstances of markets for particular goods and services will differ, and socially desirable trade-offs between competing objectives will differ. For example, in a pandemic, with scarce supply of medicines, the market mechanism would determine a price to ration supplies among consumers based on consumer preferences (i.e. willingness to pay), and would ensure that efficient producers would enter the market to profitably supply the required medicines. Access to medicines is, however, an area where society has been prepared to sacrifice allocative efficiency in the interests of equity. Nevertheless, in a pandemic, the government would ration supplies to give priority to workers in essential services, i.e. the government is prepared to sacrifice equity to keep institutions working in the interests of society as a whole. These are administrative decisions more suitable to the executive branch of government than to the judicial branch.

73 See e.g. Hilmer Report, above n 10, 4-5; Stucke, above n 3, 577.
52. The generally accepted definition of ‘market power’ is the ‘ability to profit by reducing output and raising price above the competitive level’. The reference to the competitive level is to a hypothetical that may or, more likely, may not be known. It is incorrect to describe the monopoly price as being above the competitive level, as there is no way to compare the two theoretical models. In principle, this could be done empirically in the case of any particular market by hypothetically modelling costs of production if suppliers were dis-aggregated. The generally accepted definition of ‘market power’ leaves us uncertain about the source and nature of the power. As Hovenkamp observes, in perfect competition a supplier ‘is said to have no market power’. Such a firm also has the ability to increase prices and reduce output, but because the demand ‘curve’ for the individual firm’s product is perfectly elastic an increase in the firm’s price will result in the loss of all business; a reduction in output will not affect the price received and so would merely diminish the firm’s revenue with no compensating benefit.

53. It is wrong to suggest that firms ‘compete’ in a perfectly competitive market. Contrary to the views of William Redmond, when firms are ‘price-takers’ they do not compete, i.e. there is no competition between suppliers in a perfectly competitive market; nor is there competition (i.e. bidding or negotiation) between suppliers and consumers which, as Redmond observes, is another mode of competition. Neri Salvadori and Rodolfo Signorino examine the absence of competition in the perfectly competitive equilibrium, where firms are price-takers. They conclude that ‘competition’ occurs only in disequilibrium, i.e. when demand exceeds supply, buyers compete to bid up prices, and when supply exceeds demand, firms compete to cut prices. The downward sloping demand curve indicates that consumers compete with each other for scarce products, and those who are willing to pay the equilibrium price obtain supplies, while those who are out-bid do not. Redmond observes that competition between consumers ‘rarely springs to mind when market competition is discussed’. In the discourse on law and economics ‘competition’ is typically conceived of as competition between producers which is necessary to keep prices down. This is incorrect — competition between consumers is part of the market mechanism envisaged by classical authors.

54. It is submitted that it is the responsiveness of consumers to changes in the price of goods, relative to both close (if any) and distant substitutes, that is the source of ‘market power’ and that this is largely unobservable empirically. Hovenkamp says that ‘substantial market power is not something that a firm

74 Hovenkamp, above n 15, 95.
75 Ibid, 102.
76 Ibid, 97.
79 Ibid, 159.
80 Redmond, above n 77, 432.
81 Ibid, 435.
82 Salvadori and Signorino, above n 78, 159 (discussing Adam Smith) and 163 (Karl Marx).
acting alone can easily create.\textsuperscript{83} Posner concludes that market power ‘depends entirely on the elasticity of demand’,\textsuperscript{84} and asks rhetorically ‘whether such power can be obtained or enlarged through the efforts of one firm’.\textsuperscript{85} It is suggested that a firm cannot create or possess market power at all, but it may be possible to manipulate the power of the market.

55. As the firm’s ability to set its own prices and output are present whether a firm can be said to have market power or not, we must focus on the consequences, which are a function of how others respond to the firm’s unilateral conduct. First consider the responsiveness of others to price and output decisions in monopoly, indicated by the following diagram:

![Figure 1 – Monopoly Equilibrium](image)

56. In monopoly, the source of ‘market power’ is the sloping demand curve (i.e. competition between consumers for scarce goods or services), and the inability or reluctance of would-be suppliers to enter the market. To consider the impact of competition between suppliers, we need to consider less than perfectly competitive markets. In this case likewise the firm-facing (residual) demand curve is downward sloping rather than horizontal (as it would be under perfect competition). Should the firm seek to reduce prices it will not realise the benefit of selling as much product as it could make (as it would under perfect competition), because it can be anticipated that other suppliers would follow suit. Thus market power is a function of the response of consumers in competing for scarce supplies (i.e. elasticity of demand), but is detracted from by the tendency of other suppliers to compete on price.

57. The argument that ‘market power’ is a function of the responses of others, rather than any inherent capacity of the firm, is supported by Blair and Carruthers’ discussion of the ‘Lerner Index,’ which attempts to define and measure monopoly power as the margin by which a monopolist’s prices
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\textsuperscript{83} Hovenkamp, above n 15, 15.

\textsuperscript{84} Posner, above n 45, 312; see also Landes & Posner, above n 28, 938.

\textsuperscript{85} Hovenkamp, above n 15, 317.
exceeds its marginal cost.\textsuperscript{86} They show that the index is closely related to the elasticity of demand, and thus does not measure ‘monopoly power’, which they describe as the ‘degree to which one firm can exclude others from competing’.\textsuperscript{87} As noted above, the market itself excludes less efficient rivals and equally efficient rivals for whom there is no place in the market (i.e. because additional output would depress prices below the level required for profitable production). Blair and Carruthers conclude that, given the role of elasticity of demand, ‘market share is not the only determinant of market power’.\textsuperscript{88} As noted above, Posner discusses the role of market share: a higher market share enables a firm to have a greater capacity to influence the market; but the result depends entirely on elasticity of demand.\textsuperscript{89} The response of competitors may detract from market power but is not the source of it.

58. Redmond regards competition between suppliers and consumers as an undesirable contribution to suppliers’ market power.\textsuperscript{90} He considers that the object of antitrust laws is ‘to hold prices down for consumers’.\textsuperscript{91} However, s 2 of the Sherman Act does not ‘prohibit the setting of a monopoly price or the monopoly quantity’.\textsuperscript{92} It is true that the Hilmer Report states the benefits from competition include ‘lower prices’.\textsuperscript{93} The context of the report was recommended legislative reform to expose publicly owned enterprises in Australia to the rigor of competition, and the report firmly recommends that competition law should not attempt to regulate monopoly prices.\textsuperscript{94}

59. To correctly frame the objective of the monopolisation law that can be achieved we need to consider the economic analysis of monopoly and the ‘deadweight loss’ that results from reduced output and higher prices that the model suggests will result. What is said to be inefficient about monopoly equilibrium is ‘reduced output’. The inefficiency cannot be explained by reference to the level of prices in an assumed competitive market (as there is no way of determining them) but can only be ‘internal’ to the model of monopoly. When Blair and Carruthers refer to ‘competitive prices’ in the context of monopoly, they mean the price that would apply if the monopolist continued to produce (at an increasing loss for each additional unit produced) until profit were reduced to some acceptable level. Landes and Posner appear to use the term ‘competitive price’ in the same way.\textsuperscript{95} This is indicated by the diagram below, at the output ($Q_1$) at which marginal cost equals price, but exceeds average cost (so the monopolist still earns excess profits).\textsuperscript{96}

\textsuperscript{86} Blair and Carruthers, above n 29, 69.
\textsuperscript{87} Ibid, 69.
\textsuperscript{88} Ibid, 73-4.
\textsuperscript{89} Posner, above n 45, 312.
\textsuperscript{90} Redmond, above n 77, 428-9.
\textsuperscript{91} Ibid, 439.
\textsuperscript{92} Hovenkamp, above n 15, 112; Hylton, above n 14, 85.
\textsuperscript{93} Hilmer Report, above n 10, 1.
\textsuperscript{94} Ibid, 269.
\textsuperscript{95} Landes & Posner, above n 28, 941.
\textsuperscript{96} Based on the diagram used by Blair and Carruthers, above n 29, 68.
The reason for preferring output $Q_1$ (and $P_1$ as the competitive price) is not stated, but is presumably because, in the model of perfect competition, the aggregate supply curve is the horizontal sum of each firm’s marginal cost curve. However, horizontal summation only applies because the individual demand curve facing each firm is horizontal; as Lipsey and Chrystal point out there are no supply curve for a monopolist. In perfect competition the firm’s equilibrium output is the point where marginal cost equals average cost, as production becomes increasingly inefficient if increased beyond that. In the above diagram this point is $Q_2$.

Allocative efficiency and productive efficiency coincide in perfect competition because the firm’s demand curve is flat, i.e., price = marginal revenue = marginal cost. When the demand curve facing a firm is downward sloping the conditions required by the model are not satisfied, and allocative efficiency and productive efficiency no longer coincide. This is demonstrated graphically below by the point, $E_p$, at which the production possibilities frontier touches the consumers indifference curve, representing all combinations of two goods that maximise consumer satisfaction. The tangent line at $E_p$ represents relative prices (i.e. the marginal rate of substitution, MRS).
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97 Lipsey and Chrystal, above n 44, 241.
98 Ibid, 297.
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62. At equilibrium in perfect competition the substitution of goods will occur until consumer satisfaction is maximised, at $E_p$. Because each producer’s marginal cost equals price, the transposition between production of the two goods will continue until profit is maximised. In perfect competition both profit and consumer satisfaction would be maximised at point $E_p$, so the production possibilities curve and indifference curve would touch, sharing the same tangent.

63. In any model other than perfect competition the demand curve facing the firm will be sloping, i.e. price ≠ marginal cost. Therefore the marginal rate of transformation, MRT (ratio of marginal cost of producing the two goods), will differ from the ratio of prices at the optimum, $E_m$. Assuming $E_m$ to represent monopoly equilibrium, the monopolist’s profit maximisation will prevail over consumer choice, so there will be other possible production mixes of the two goods (to the right of $E_m$ in the above diagram) that would increase consumer satisfaction and approach allocative efficiency, but this would come at the sacrifice of productive efficiency. To show this, refer back to Figure 2: if we induce the firm to increase production until price = marginal cost, we could theoretically move production to $Q_1$, but because marginal cost > average cost, production is inefficient, the firm incurs a loss on the extra production, and profit is not maximised.

64. Accordingly, in an imperfect world we cannot achieve both allocative and productive efficiency, and must trade one off against the other. If we can never align marginal cost and price, some economists argue that allocative efficiency is not an achievable objective of competitive markets and the more reliable strategy to increase consumer welfare is to increase productive efficiency, i.e. to move the production possibilities frontier outwards. This will again not result in an allocatively efficient equilibrium, but consumer welfare will be increased by the greater income produced. Allocative
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efficiency may have even less policy appeal if we doubt that consumer preferences are truly the product of rational self-interest.\textsuperscript{101}

65. Returning to Figure 2, economists have differing approaches to the possible regulation of monopoly prices. As noted above, some suggest that output should be increased until price = marginal cost. Others suggest that the acceptable output is where price = average cost, so excess profits are completely eliminated.\textsuperscript{102} In Figure 2 this point is to the right of \( Q_1 \) (where average cost equals average revenue). These strategies require \textit{intervention} in the market, which cannot be achieved by competition laws that aim to facilitate the unimpeded operation of the market mechanism. Further, there is no way of comparing the equilibrium price under the models of monopoly and perfect competition to determine whether equilibrium prices would be higher or lower under monopoly. What Blair and Carruthers describe as a ‘deadweight loss’ reflects a \textit{value judgment} in which lower prices for consumers are achieved at the cost of increasingly inefficient production. In other words, this \textit{intervention re-distributes} welfare from producers to consumers.

66. When theorists refer to the ‘competitive’ output or price in the model of monopoly, they fail to address the incomparability of the two models. As noted above, Hovenkamp, Blair and Carruthers do not expressly state the assumed correspondence. Posner mentions the assumption but does not consider the implications.\textsuperscript{103} As Lipsey points out, the conclusion that monopoly equilibrium is at a lower output and higher price than competitive equilibrium depends entirely on the \textit{assumption} that the monopolist has the same marginal cost as producers in a competitive market.\textsuperscript{104} The conclusion will not hold where a monopolist could produce more efficiently.\textsuperscript{105}

67. As it is impossible to determine whether or how far price may have been raised above the hypothetical competitive level it seems that this must remain an objective which can only be achieved if at all by intervening in the market, i.e. it is not sufficient merely to ensure there are competitive constraints on market power. Hovenkamp states that ‘if we could confidently predict that new firms would enter a market whenever price exceeded the competitive level, antitrust would have little to do’.\textsuperscript{106} However, he acknowledges that conduct which excludes \textit{rivals} is ‘often ambiguous and difficult to assess’.\textsuperscript{107} Hovenkamp observes that ‘an overly aggressive antitrust rule would chill innovative conduct, so we frequently give the firm acting unilaterally the \textit{benefit of the doubt’}.\textsuperscript{108} This appears to explain the scepticism of US courts to intervention in cases of dominant firm conduct, and could well be a factor.

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{101} See e.g. Max Huffman, ‘Marrying Neo-Chicago with Behavioral Antitrust’ (2012) 78 \textit{Antitrust Law Journal} 105, 117.

\textsuperscript{102} Dooley, above n 68, 87-90.

\textsuperscript{103} Posner, above n 45, 281 and 291; see also Landes & Posner, above n 28, 941.

\textsuperscript{104} Lipsey, above n 44, 373; Lipsey and Chrystal, above n 44, 408.

\textsuperscript{105} Lipsey, ibid, 379-80.

\textsuperscript{106} Hovenkamp, above n 15, 102.
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affecting judicial decisions in Australia which may appear to be based in commercial intuition. Either way, such a law lacks certainty and predictability and will inevitably lose the confidence of the business community, though it may provide a placebo for consumer interests fearful of the perceived power of business.

68. The commonly accepted definition of market power as the ability to reduce output and raise prices is based on prejudicial assumptions concerning the comparison between neoclassical models of perfect competition and monopoly which are not comparable. Thus our concept of market power is built on foundations of sand. It is impossible to benchmark a firm’s profits against the hypothetical ‘competitive level’ whether this be conceived as the ‘perfectly competitive’ or ‘workably competitive’ level. It is similarly impossible to benchmark a firm’s conduct against what it may be expected to do in a competitive (or workably competitive) market. If we are realistic about what markets can achieve we would focus on letting the market achieve what it can unimpeded, and leave equity or social justice objectives (e.g. achieving ‘fair and reasonable’ prices) to measures other than competition law.

69. Market power is not something that can be possessed or taken advantage of – the power is that of the market, which is open to manipulation. Contrary to the common ‘one-directional’ conception of market power it is two-directional. When market prices rise consumers reduce the quantity they buy. Depending on the elasticity of demand, total revenue may rise or fall. The same holds true for a reduction in market prices: total revenue may rise or fall depending on the elasticity of demand. We should be asking under what circumstances the market can be manipulated by not just upwards but downwards price pressure. This should provide a useful insight into counter-intuitive dominant conduct such as price reductions, which give rise to problems concerning predatory pricing and bundled discounts. To allow the market to work unimpeded we should consider ‘abuse of dominance’ in the broader context of preventing market manipulation. It is submitted that ‘market manipulation’ may be a more effective way of preventing harm from dominant firm conduct. It would provide a useful counterpoint to assist critical review of current diverse approaches in Australia and overseas to the problem of dominant firm conduct and is worthy of further research.

70. It is recognised in securities and derivatives markets such as commodity futures that sellers can manipulate the market by reducing their volume of sales (‘cornering’) or increasing their volume of sales (‘squeezing’) for the purpose of profiting from resulting price effects. The problem with ‘market manipulation’ is distinguishing prohibited price manipulation from normal...
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market price volatility due to unimpeded forces of supply and demand, a similar problem to that we encounter with misuse of market power. There would seem to be no difficulty condemning manipulation as it can be conceived as conduct intended to impede the market mechanism.

71. US opinion seems to be that there is insufficient theoretical analysis and empirical evidence to form a view as to anti-competitive effect of bundled discounts, and that they should be considered in relation to exclusive dealing rather than abuse of market power. It is worth noting, however, that the empirical study of Australian shopper dockets by Zhongmin Wang uses petrol price and cost data to support a conclusion that 'supermarkets offer grocery-gasoline bundled discounts for non-exclusionary purposes', but acknowledges that 'due to lack of grocery data [the study] cannot assess the bundling programs' impact on the grocery market'. Further, Wang acknowledges that future research would benefit from 'gasoline quantity data'. Joshua Gans and Stephen King model bundling to inform the Australian 'shopper docket' debate, however, their focus is on consumer welfare effects rather than competition effects. Two assumptions of their model in particular invite further attention: first, they conclude that discounts are substantially passed on to consumers (i.e. it appears that assumptions are implicitly made about elasticity of demand); second, they conclude that competitive responses can neutralise the effects of bundling (i.e. it appears that assumptions are implicitly made about the ability of independent firms to effectively share the costs and benefits of the bundled discount). Gans and King acknowledge that an integrated firm is able to maximise joint profits of offering the bundled discount but that independent firms face difficulties in coordinating a corresponding outcome. These aspects of studies to date seem to raise major questions for further investigation.

72. Applying the analysis of market power in this submission, it is possible to show how shopper dockets may increase what is said to be the market power of both supermarkets and petrol suppliers to the detriment of competition. Market power depends on the response of consumers to changes in price or output. Other things being equal, a rational supermarket acting in self-interest will reduce price only if consumers respond by increased buying such that total revenue and profit increases. By bundling the price of groceries with the price of petrol, both suppliers alter the response of consumers in their own markets to increase the supplier's market power. That is, they may alter the position and elasticity of the firm-facing demand curve as indicated in the
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Suppliers will only persist with bundling when it is more favourable to them than simply discounting prices.

Figure 4 – Shifting elasticity of the firm-facing (residual) demand curve

By swinging the firm-facing demand curve upwards to the right from $D_1$ to $D_2$, the firm extends the range of profitable output from $Q_1$ to $Q_2$. Further, it extends the range of output at which price decreases actually increase revenue (because marginal revenue previously became negative before $Q_2$ and now remains positive well beyond $Q_2$). Huffman for example observes that ‘behavioural exploitation might facilitate a merchant’s gaining or preserving a competitive advantage over a rival, raising concerns for monopolisation under s 2 of the Sherman Act’. However, the key question will be whether conduct such as bundling relies on market power, i.e. could not be done without market power, or simply creates or enhances market power. To fully understand the implications of shopper dockets and bundling we need to know the effect on volumes as well as prices in both grocery and petrol markets.

As noted above, contemporary analysis of market power is not apt to deal with price reductions and increases in volume. If, however, we examine the conduct through the lens of ‘market manipulation’ we may be better able to analyse the situation from a positive and normative perspective. Ironically, while shopper dockets offered by integrated supermarkets and petrol retailers involve unilateral conduct, similar arrangements by independents would involve bilateral conduct apparently outside the scope of s 46. Section III discusses the interplay between sections 45 and 46 in the recent case of Australian Cement mentioned above.

It is desirable that the law be clarified because ‘shopper dockets’ are the subject of continuing controversy between supermarkets and the ACCC. Although the ACCC reached a voluntary agreement with the supermarkets in
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December 2013 to limit such discounts, the agreement quickly broke down, and the Federal Court ruled that the court-enforceable undertakings given by the supermarkets do not prevent them structuring discounts above the 4 cents a litre limit applicable to shopper dockets on supermarket purchases. The ACCC’s concerns appear to focus exclusively on the retail fuel market: they believe that ‘integrated’ supermarket and fuel retailers are leveraging power in the grocery market to cross-subsidize their fuel business to harm competition in the retail fuel markets. Arguably this misses the point that competition in both grocery and fuel markets is adversely affected by bundled discounts that manipulate the market. In an integrated business it does not matter where the burden of the discount lies because the business as a whole benefits from increased revenue attracted by the discount offer. Insofar as the undertaking seeks to prevent cross-subsidisation it is hard to see what is achieved. Independent supermarkets and fuel retailers remain unable to compete with the integrated chains because there is as yet no mechanism for independents to share the net benefit of any revenue gains less the cost of the discount. This disadvantage applies even if the discount is limited to 4 cents. In fact, the discount is not effectively limited by the undertaking, which therefore does not level the playing field. The undertaking seems to be an intervention in the market mechanism, rather than a measure to allow the market to work unimpeded.

76. Our current thinking about market power is a product of views of the world underpinning a comparison of the economic models of monopoly and perfect competition. A new approach may free our thinking from these value judgments and assist apply competition policy to new problem areas. In the next Section this submission examines the problem of distinguishing permitted from prohibited conduct of a dominant firm in the context of new entry, and the problem of dual purposes.

Section III – Dual purposes and models of incumbent response to new entry

77. There is a gap in the economic models concerning how firms are selected for entry and exit. As has been noted above, s 2 of the Sherman Act does not ‘prohibit the setting of a monopoly price or the monopoly quantity’. This statement invites several questions. First, it appears to acknowledge that, given the differences of approach by economists to the regulation of monopolies, the regulation of price and output in the public interest is not a matter suitable for judicial determination. In Australia, the Hilmer Report appears to have adopted a similar approach, recommending that competition laws should not seek to regulate monopoly pricing but the competitive process itself. Second, it seems to support the conclusion that the equilibrium price and output arise not from the exercise of market power but from the response of consumers, i.e. the elasticity of demand. Third, if the objective of antitrust is not to regulate the monopolist’s profit, we can conclude it is to ensure that market forces will be allowed to operate to test the efficiency of the monopolist’s position (i.e. if an equal or more efficient producer does not enter
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the market we may conclude that the monopoly price and output is most efficient).\(^{125}\)

78. As Blair and Carruthers observe, the market mechanism excludes less efficient firms.\(^{126}\) Presumably the market excludes equally efficient firms not required to satisfy market demand. Posner suggests we should condemn conduct that is likely to exclude equally or more efficient firms.\(^{127}\) In fact we may never know which firm is more efficient, due to the lack of data – even if we could gain access, financial and accounting data does not readily translate to economic concepts of opportunity cost, normal profit and marginal cost. The model of perfect competition does not tell us how the market excludes equally efficient firms. Do they self-select or is there a process akin to ‘survival of the fittest’ whereby equally efficient rivals enter the market by knocking out incumbents? If the latter applies it would seem difficult to make value judgments about the conduct of equally efficient competitors.

79. The economic model assumes that firms have perfect knowledge and can enter and leave the market without cost. So the fact that some firms are excluded and quietly deploy their resources in other productive activities is of no policy concern to the model. In the model, a monopolist would know, when confronted by a new entrant with new technology, who is more efficient. In the real world these assumptions are not borne out and so we encounter barriers both to entry and exit.\(^{128}\) So for example, BlackBerry did not simply cease production, realise assets and return funds to its shareholders when the Apple iPhone came on to the market.

80. We can adapt Blair and Carruthers’ cost and demand curves (which in turn simply reflect arbitrary assumptions) to model the effect on a monopolist of a new entrant assuming first that the new entrant is equally as efficient and second that the market demand for the product does not change.

\(^{125}\) Hovenkamp, above n 15, 156.

\(^{126}\) Blair and Carruthers, above n 29, 74.


81. Assuming the market were shared equally, each firm’s demand curve would move to the left, to $D_2$, and the marginal revenue curve to $MR_2$. Each would produce $Q_3$ and total output $Q_4$ would result in price $P_3$. Without using Cournot’s precise methodology, this is broadly speaking a Cournot equilibrium.\(^{129}\) The optimum output for each firm will depend upon its market share (which will position the average revenue curve $D_2$) and the firm’s marginal cost curve. The result of market entry is that the monopolist would reduce output significantly, and because aggregate supply does not increase significantly, price reduces only slightly.

82. However, the situation is different in a Bertrand equilibrium,\(^{130}\) where incumbent and new entrant have the possibility through price-cutting to capture the whole market. If we horizontally add their marginal cost curves we derive the aggregate supply curve $S$ in the diagram below.
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83. We might conclude that forces of supply and demand would produce combined output \( Q_3 \) and result in the significantly reduced market price \( P_3 \). Should that be our benchmark for permissible conduct by an incumbent monopolist? The above assumptions produce a result where there is hugely increased consumer surplus and modest producer surplus. However, the monopolist’s marginal revenue curve \( MR \) would not correspond with that of the individual firm after entry (which would approximate \( MR_2 \) in the preceding diagram, depending on market share).

84. There would seem to be several possible strategies and resulting equilibria we could use to model incumbent conduct in the case of market entry:

(a) Monopoly/cooperative equilibrium – if the incumbent and new firm actively or tacitly collude, they would share monopoly output \( Q_2 \) approximately equally, and prevent price falling significantly below \( P_2 \). Thus the incumbent might retain prices in response to a new entrant, to signal this strategy. This is not a true equilibrium since ‘each firm has an incentive to depart from it’.\(^{131}\) Based on the cost and revenue curves in Blair and Carruthers’ diagram, we might conclude a Cournot equilibrium would suggest slightly increased output and slightly reduced prices.

(b) Competitive equilibrium – if each firm’s marginal costs curves are horizontally added they could together supply \( Q_3 \), and the ‘competitive price’ \( P_3 \) would result; however, monopoly profit would be dissipated and each would make only modest excess profit. If this is perceived by the new entrant as the obvious outcome the incentive to enter the market may not be sufficient. Either incumbent or new entrant may reduce price from the pre-entry price, for different reasons, that will set the firms on course for this outcome. If each firm follows this strategy it may be a Bertrand equilibrium, from which it would not be rational to depart.\(^{132}\) However, this is neither stable nor unique.

(c) Competitive/non-cooperative equilibrium – at price \( P_3 \) either firm could profitably produce beyond \( Q_1 \), satisfying the bulk of the market and leaving the competitor with an unprofitable volume, which may drive out the competitor. The survivor might then restore a degree of monopoly profit. Either incumbent or new entrant may have an incentive to pursue this strategy. If one firm increases output beyond \( Q_1 \), it is likely that the other would do so, and this would become a Nash equilibrium, destructive for both firms, until one succumbs.\(^{133}\)

85. Equilibrium (b) has some appeal as a benchmark for permissible conduct by an incumbent monopolist. However, as we will see, it will be difficult to argue normative grounds to intervene should mutual conduct tend toward equilibrium (c).

\(^{131}\) Ibid, 266, footnote 9.
\(^{132}\) Ibid, 264-5.
\(^{133}\) Ibid, 265.
86. In the real world, the incumbent may not be able to match the technical features of the new product, or to sell its business and deploy resources elsewhere without loss to shareholders. An incumbent facing its own failure and loss might have an incentive, even a duty to shareholders, to protect the value of its assets. These problems do not arise in the perfect world. So we can expect in the real world a contest for market share, increased costs of advertising and product differentiation which might raise the stakes for both and ensure pyrrhic victory (i.e. if average cost curves rise as a result of competition). Again, using BlackBerry as a provocation, we can add to this situation dynamic features of the market such as a further new entrant, Samsung, and increasing consumer demographic (i.e. demand curve moves to the right), all of which make the outcome increasingly unpredictable.

87. If we accept the proposition by Blair and Carruthers that there are no policy issues arising from the exclusion of equally or less efficient firms, should we conclude that we are indifferent whether market power is used or misused in the above scenario? Is there market power at play at all? Arguably the answer to both is in the negative.

88. It seems obvious that consumer welfare will be increased by the entry of an equally efficient firm, as output may rise and price may fall to a more competitive level. In any event, our purpose is to consider whether the incumbent has market power and if so, whether it has used or misused its market power. On the analysis above, the mere fact that the firm faces a sloping demand curve does not mean that the incumbent has market power; and further, the fact of a new entrant emerging suggests that any market power evaporates at that point. However, assuming the incumbent does have market power, can we distinguish permitted use from misuse? In this regard, Daniel Simon observes that ‘theories of entry deterrence and incumbent response to entry ... [yield] a variety of predictions’ and the results of empirical studies are ‘very inconsistent’. 134

89. Should conduct to protect the incumbent’s business, in circumstances where its success means the failure of its competitor, be regarded as a normal incident of competition or a misuse of market power? We might conceptually distinguish between:

(a) Pareto efficient self-interest, i.e. I can make myself better off without making anyone else worse off.

(b) Zero-sum self-interest, i.e. whatever I do to make myself better off makes someone else commensurately worse off.

(c) Altruism, i.e. I might do something to make someone else better off.

(d) Malice, i.e. I might take action to make someone else worse off, with no apparent benefit to myself. For example, I might set fire to a rival’s BMW motor vehicle out of sheer envy or spite. However, if I do so to prevent

134 Daniel Simon, above n 31, 1229.
my rival getting somewhere or something that I desire, then I am motivated by self-interest.  

(e) Indeterminate self-interest, i.e. the balance of the benefit or detriment to myself might not exactly correspond with the detriment to others. For example, cold war adversaries establish missile defence systems on the basis that ‘mutually assured destruction’ is an effective deterrent. Price cutting behaviour in a price war would be similar: self-interest dictates a response harmful to one-self to prevent further harm to one-self. In all these cases there appears to be a rational basis for action that harms another with uncertain or unquantifiable benefits to one-self, and this can be distinguished from pure malicious harm.

90. From a normative perspective it is easy to condemn category (d) malicious conduct, but not so easy to form a value judgment under category (e). We might draw an analogy with self-defence under the criminal law. Hovenkamp for example argues that misuse of market power involves conduct which limits the opportunities of rivals and produces harm ‘seriously disproportionate to the resulting benefits’. So for example, it might have been disproportionate for me to destroy my rival’s BMW when I could have achieved the purpose by letting down the tires, but in the heat of the moment who is to judge what is ‘proportionate’? A further analogy with the business judgment rule in corporate law, which protects directors of corporations exercising rational business judgment, might suggest the courts are not equipped to make, and should not undertake, such value judgments. At least one judge in Australia has commented adversely on ‘metaphysical analysis of dual purposes’ in the context of misuse of market power. According to William Reid, there is support in Australian court decisions for category (e) rational business judgment as a way to distinguish category (b) dual purposes. However, one substantial purpose among many is sufficient to satisfy the Australian ‘purpose test’ by virtue of s 4F. O’Bryan argues that there is no harm in the ‘purpose’ test applying broadly, e.g. to category (b), (c) or (d) above, because the ‘taking advantage’ requirement in s 46 discriminates between prohibited and permitted conduct. However, on that view the ‘purpose’ test would play no part in the function of s 46. In a subsequent article, O’Bryan acknowledges that ‘purpose’ and ‘taking advantage’ are linked.

91. The ACCC’s attempt to use s 46 in the bilateral situation of Australian Cement, and the court’s analysis of dual purposes, supports the need for a new approach. Baker discusses exclusionary conduct that seeks to raise
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rivals’ costs through bilateral agreements that foreclose access to inputs. 143 In concept this is similar to the case brought against Australian Cement. There are a number of interesting points that follow from this: s 46 was found to be unnecessary to support the outcome in Australian Cement, which could be achieved with s 45 alone; s 46 would not apply to conduct that creates market power where none existed before, but s 45 would apply; the application of s 45 to dual purposes in a zero sum world (where everything a firm does in its own interests harms other firms) sets the prosecutorial bar too low; and, although Baker does not use the term, it will be seen that the concept he is addressing is the same as ‘cornering’ in the literature on ‘market manipulation’ mentioned above. In that literature, it is recognised that market power is not necessary for manipulation to occur but may assist. 144

92. Turning to the unlikely case of category (c) conduct, Hovenkamp suggests that harm to rivals can also be justified by benefits to consumers. 145 We may doubt he is contemplating altruism on the part of firms competing in a market, as the model of perfect competition assumes that firms act in their own self-interest to maximise profits.

93. Let us apply the above taxonomy to the market entry model above. Referring to Figure 6, if the monopolist increases output to Q_1 and lowers prices to P_3 it may prevent the new entrant obtaining a viable market share, i.e. harm the new entrant. Such action would diminish the monopolist’s excess profits, but no more than expected, so excess profits cannot provide an incentive for new entry. In the monopoly scenario, some economists would argue that the monopolist should be forced to increase output to Q_1. In the assumed scenario of an equally efficient new entrant, supply and demand will be expected to reduce the market price to P_3. We might conclude that rivalry for market share is category (b) or (e) conduct (i.e. zero sum self-interest or indeterminate self-interest) which is to be expected in competition, particularly given barriers to exit which apply to every firm. Accordingly, assuming the incumbent has market power, the conduct modelled above should be regarded as normal self-interested competitive conduct.

94. According to Simon, empirical research does not support theories of price as an entry deterrent, either by reducing pricing before or after entry. 146 Assuming perfect knowledge, it must be obvious that pre-entry price cutting would be ineffective, because the market may be expected to remove excess profits due to increased supply post-entry. 147 There may be reason to believe that maintaining pre-entry prices may signal a Cournot equilibrium, i.e. incumbent and new entrant share the market. Another strategy to deter entry may be an attempt by the incumbent to raise barriers to entry by investing in excess capacity. Simon observes that empirical research does not support
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the use of such strategy. The strategy seems inherently improbable as idle capacity will not cover the cost of capital. Some studies apparently show incumbents in concentrated industries tend to increase capacity after entry, which is consistent with the above modelling that suggests a contest for market share and efficiency post-entry. According to Simon, theories of predatory pricing have not been widely studied empirically 'because it is difficult to identify predatory pricing' and also because incumbents may use non-price responses, i.e. product differentiation.

95. Based on the above model of new entry and expected response of an incumbent monopolist, we may conclude that a new entrant would be induced by the incumbent's excess profits to enter the market only if the new entrant expects to be able to destroy the incumbent. This is the effect which can be expected from unbridled competition in imperfect markets. The current 'purpose' test is a blunt instrument which does not assist us distinguish self-interested conduct, which competition should allow, from malicious conduct, which should be condemned. Given there are barriers to exit in the real world it is not unreasonable to expect the incumbent to fight for survival. It is hard to discern a normative case for competition law to condemn either the defensive conduct of the incumbent or the predatory conduct of the new entrant in this scenario. Further, applying competition law to mergers in this scenario by reference to norms of the perfectly competitive model would appear to condemn the parties to the destructive consequences of the imperfect market.

Section IV– Conclusion

96. The generally accepted concept of market power, as the ability to reduce output and increase price, is derived from a comparison of the neoclassical economic models of perfect competition and monopoly which assumes that one firm is no more efficient, or productive, than many smaller firms assumed to exist under the model of perfect competition. The economic models themselves are not comparable and do not provide us with an answer to this question. Accordingly, our current understanding of market power is the product of a value judgment, or world view. Further, the economic models are static analyses of equilibria and do not answer our questions about how firms enter and leave the market under dynamic real world conditions where, e.g. demand curves move constantly to the right as markets grow and their curvature changes as consumer preferences constantly change. Under these conditions, where growth in revenue and profits becomes the mantra of success, a business strategy by which a dominant firm would seek to hold back output to increase price is counter-intuitive to say the least.

97. While contemporary concepts of 'market power' are one-directional (i.e. ability to reduce output and increase price), this submission argues that 'market power' is a function of the way the market responds to a firm's price and
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output decisions: a firm may be said to have the ability to manipulate the market if it can increase revenue and profits by altering price or output in either direction. We should condemn dominant firm conduct that excludes rival firms that the market would not otherwise exclude. If there is over-supply, firms leave the market so that those that remain cover their costs and earn 'normal' profits, i.e. the market excludes firms. This is a natural part of competitive markets which makes it difficult to distinguish dominant firm conduct that should be proscribed.

98. It appears that people are uncomfortable with the idea that firms may exercise ‘market power’, or as we should say, may manipulate the power of the market by exploiting consumer responsiveness, i.e. elasticity of demand. It is suggested that we should consider an alternative approach to preventing harm by considering the prohibition of ‘market manipulation’, a concept that does not rely on ‘taking advantage of market power’ but would focus on interference with market forces.

99. We must, however, be realistic about what the unimpeded market can achieve: by promoting competition we cannot achieve objectives beyond the reach of the unimpeded market. The discourse concerning consumer welfare objectives, in particular the suggestion that competition law results in lower prices for consumers, creates a real danger that competition law will be asked to deliver benefits that it cannot. It is frequently overlooked that competition between consumers drives the price up to the point that those consumers who consider themselves better off by not buying the goods or services exclude themselves from the market. Consumers who are excluded from the market are not harmed, because they apply their resources in other ways. The market mechanism is a means of rationing scarce supplies among consumers who are willing and able to pay the market price. If society deems it equitable that consumers have access to goods or services regardless of willingness, or ability to pay, then the unimpeded market mechanism, and competition laws which promote it, will not be effective to achieve that policy objective.

100. Effective deterrence of harm resulting from ‘misuse of market power’ would be facilitated by a ‘bright line’ law that clearly defines when competitors are being excluded by strategic conduct of dominant firms, i.e. would not be excluded by the market. Introducing an ‘effects test’ into s 46 would not alter the fundamental problem of law and economics, i.e. we still need to be able to distinguish between situations where the market excludes competitors from situations where exclusion flows from the impugned conduct. Static economic models of perfect competition and monopoly, which are not comparable, are used to conceptualise ‘market power’ as something that can be possessed, and to identify ‘misuse’ by reference to conduct that would not be expected in a hypothetical competitive market. These concepts do not assist us determine whether the ‘purpose’ or ‘effect’ flows from the impugned conduct or from market forces.

101. The differing ways that market power, and the objectives of competition law, have been portrayed in the literature on law and economics, including decisions of courts and tribunals, reflect underlying views of the world, which need to be brought to light and critically examined. Pursuit of the welfare of
individuals as consumers leads us in different policy directions to pursuing collective welfare of society through productive efficiency. Whichever competing policy objective might be preferred, the challenge is to frame a law that provides certainty and predictability.

102. Based on the analysis set out in this submission, the recommendations set out in paragraphs 3 to 11 inclusive above are commended to the Review Panel.